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Innovative designs and service tied to success of Canadian firm

Cooco Machinery Manufacturing Limitod of
Concord, Ontario, is a company that meets
customer demands by dosigning, manu-
facturing and marketing wire and cabie
machinery specifically dodicated to each
individual customor's needs.

This innovative, service-oriented firm
was foundod by Andre Varga in the late
1960s. During his experienco in the wire
and cable manufacturing industry, ho found
that most of the equipmont needed by the
industry roquirod considorable modification.
It was proving inefficient and, from a
designi point of view, obsolete.

Equipment classification
Ceoco's equipmont can be ciassified
into four general types: wire drawing
oquipment to make close tolorance, fine
wiro from copper or aluminum rod; strand-
ing oquipment to twist or wind many
fine wires into a large diamneter but still
flexible strand; cabios or closers which
cari combine several insuiated strands into

a single, large muiti-eloment cable for
electrical use, or which cari form a single,
massive steel cable sevorai inches in
diameter for use in towing very large
objects like ships or ohl rigs; and armouring
machines which apply a flexible meta]
sieeve around a finished electrical cable
for protection against mechanicai damage.

Complete package
The company was designed to provide a
complote manufacturing capacity. From the
initiai concept to the finished product, ail the
work is done ln one place. Sales, design and
manufacturing functions are closeiy inter-
reiated and mutuaily supportive.

A staff of engineers examnines a customer
firmn's requirements and proposes a solution.
The concept is thon tumod into a workable
prototype by a design teamn.

One example of the company's suc-
cessful, innovativo designs Is tho Orbi-
strand system. Orbistrand is a rigid
cage strander. The key to its high-
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